
The Scottish Languages 

Baccalaureate



What is the Baccalaureate?

It is a fairly new award for people who 
are simply interested in languages.

It is useful if you think you may study 
languages at college/uni or study a 
combination which involves a language

e.g. Music and a language

Chemistry and a language 



Who can do it?

For the full Baccalaureate you need one 
of these combinations:

AH French AH Spanish AH English

AH Spanish  AH English AH French

H English H French H Spanish

(add an Interdisciplinary project to each combination)

The Highers can be done in S5.  Note – ESOL can 
also replace one of the above subjects



Who can do it?

 You do not need to do the full BACC.  You can 
also do the stand alone Interdisciplinary 
Project.

 This is worth half an Advanced Higher.

 You do a project on a topic which interests 
you.  This must involve a language.

 To do this you should have 1 language Higher 
at C level or above or have a strong connection 
to languages e.g. speak a language other than 
English very well.



What could the project be?

Anything which interests you with a 
language connection.  For example:

Sport

Geography

Drama

Music

Art

Fashion

Food

The options are endless………



What are the benefits?

You develop lots of skills which will 
benefit you in life, at college or 
university.

 Being independent
 Research
 Interpersonal skills
 Communication skills
 Problem solving skills
 Project management

These skills are sought after by 
universities and employers.



It’s a great award but don’t take my 

word for it:

“I felt that this was a very interesting and demanding 
project which I was very pleased to have done in my 
final school year…….”

“I felt that the final presentation of my findings was a 
big success. The feedback given by my audience was 
absolutely fantastic and felt very rewarding and 
encouraging.” 

“The independent learning aspect was very beneficial 
as this will be a skill I need in future years.” 



Project combinations from last few 

years…..

 Languages and education

 French and Geography (fracking)

 Spanish and Drama

 Spanish and History/Politics

 French, Art and Science

 French and Journalism



Interested?

Please see Mrs Tosh if you are 
interested.

Please indicate if full Bacc or Project 
only.


